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Eastgate to launch new African Bank pilot site

In spite of the growing digital revolution in banking, customers still want inbranch experience.

Capitalising on this trend following its relaunch just 12 month ago, African Bank
will be launching its first bank of the future pilot in Eastgate on 6 May. The Bank
has made an encouraging turnaround, working hard to attract new customers and
retain its loyal customer base.

Part of the Bank’s forward strategy is to transform the branch experience in its
386 branches nationally. “We want to be viewed as a trusted and valued part of
peoples’ lives and how we interact with our customers is key,” says Alfred
Ramosedi, African Bank Sales and Marketing Executive. In recent years, the
digital transformation in banking has seen many banks closing branches in a push
to move services online and to modernise the customer experience. Although this
has proven convenient for many customers’ transactions, there are still a number
of services which require customers to go in-branch and this is where African
Bank is committed to making a difference.

Ramosedi says a 2016 Accenture banking survey revealed that 87% of consumers
will still use their branches in the future and want human interaction when they
go in. In fact consumer interest in branch investment grew more than any other
channel. The study highlighted how innovative omnichannel experiences could be
implemented in traditional style branches to improve customer experience,
which consultancy firm McKinsey found could increase customers likelihood to
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renew or buy new products by between 30-50%.

Ramosedi says when African Bank launches its new African Bank branch in
Eastgate on 6 May, followed by another site at its Midrand branch end May,
attention will be focused on improving the in-branch experience and creating a
relaxed and casual interactive environment designed to save time and facilitate
conversations and education.

“We hope to provide our customers with more value than they expect, with the
introduction of a number of concept services including a customer queuing
management system, WiFi enablement for those customers who might not have
the required data package, and self-service functionality through customer
facing tablets.” Ramosedi says the exciting thing is that with new technology
banks can now offer service levels that are more synonymous with hospitality
than financial services. “We are also trying to create a paperless environment
and introduce, through our new scanner recognition software, a customer record
as opposed to an account record – an important distinction in our world, given
our brand purpose, ‘humanity through banking’. This will allow a seamless
integration across all our products as opposed to the traditional silo approach.”

“We know banking is all about convenience and we want to take banking to a
new level of customer convenience. Depending on the success of the pilot and
the feedback we receive from our customers we will modify our offering to best
suit our customers’ busy lifestyles," concludes Ramosedi.
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